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A mathematical model is proposed for a postal service which occasionally 
loses letters. A positive coding theorem and a converse isproved for this channel. 
The coding theorem is proved by utilizing a deterministic code (Reed-Solomon 
code) and hounded iscrepancy decoding. 
l. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The postal channel considered here consists of two parts, a letter writer 
and a postal service. The letter writer can inscribe (say) binary digits at a 
rate of one per second, and cut the binary stream into letters of length m 
which are then mailed via the postal service. The postal service delivers 
the letters to the destination, occasionally losing letters. We assume that 
letters are lost independently with probability p (0 ~ p ~ 1). The user 
is allowed to choose the parameter m freely, and we assume that m is known 
to the destination, as well as to the transmitter. 
We can use the postal channel in the system of Fig. 1 to transmit (say) 
binary data. The information is generated at a rate of R (independent, 
equally likely) binary digits per second and fed into the encoder. The encoder 
transforms the data into a binary stream of rate one binary digit per second, 
which is then inscribed and mailed by the letter writer in letters of length m 
binary digits. Thus the letters are mailed at a rate of 1/m letters per second. 
Since the letters are mailed at a constant rate, the receiver is aware of the 
existence of lost letters. The output of the decoder is a binary sequence 
which is emitted at a rate of R per second. Clearly, if R ~ 1, it may be 
possible for the encoder to add redundancy to the data stream so that the 
decoder will be able to fill in information contained in the letters which 
are lost by the postal service. 
~Te assume that the encoder does block coding with delay n seconds 
(n is an integer). In other words, the encoder maps the Rn binary digits 
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which accumulate at its input in n seconds into a binary sequence of length n 
(assume that Rn is an integer). Denote the n-second encoder input and 
output sequences by U --~ (U1, U~ ,..., URn ) and V = (V1, V~ ,..., Vn). 
The encoder must store a code with s = 2 Rn n vectors, corresponding to 
the 2 -~n possible values of U (all equally likely). 
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The letter writer divides the n components of V into N ~- n/m subsets 
called letters which are mailed through the postal service. Assume here that 
n/m is an integer (see Section 4.1). Denote these letters by W~, W~ ,..., Wy 
and the received letters by I/V1, I/V 2 .... , I/Vlv , where 
I~Vi = Wi if the i-th letter is delivered (probability 1 --  p) 
(1) 
l~  = x if the i-th letter is not delivered (probability p) 
Finally, let O = (~-1, ~-2 ..... (TR~) be the n-second output of the decoder. 
The system performance (fidelity) criterion is the average bit error-rate, 
p~ : ! E a~(U, U), (2) 
Rn 
where dH(a, b) is the Hamming distance between the binary vectors a and b 
(the number of positions in which a and b differ), and E denotes expectation. 
Let P~*(R, m, n) be the smallest achievable value of P~ for a system with 
parameters R, m and n, and let 
Pb(R) = inf Pb*(R, m, n). (3) 
In Section 2, we show that 
if R > (1 - -p )  & C, then Pb(R) > 0, (4a) 
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and in Section 3 that 
if R < C, then Pb(R) = 0. (4b) 
Thus, we call C the channel capacity. It is particularly pleasant hat the 
proof of (4b) is a constructive one: i.e., (4b) is achieved by a deterministic 
coding scheme. 
2. CONVERSE TO THE CODING THEOREM 
Suppose that the system of Fig. 1 is operating with parameters n and m. The 
output of the letter writer is W = (W1, W 2 ,..., WN), where the W i are the m- 
bit letters which are mailed in the postal system. Let W = (TfV1, l~d 2,..., IfVN) 
be the vector of received letters. Let us upper bound the mutual information 
I(V; V4). The notation in this section is that in Gallager [1], Chap. 2. 
I(v; R,) = I(W; w)  = I (Gw= . . .  ; G G  " 
iV N 
Z I(W~ ; l~,) ---- Z [H(W~) -- H(W~t T?V~)], 
i=i i=i 
where the inequality follows from the fact that the letters are lost inde- 
pendently so that X174 is related to W by a memoryless channel. Consider first 
ff'i 
The conditional entropy H(WiI I£V i = ~3~) is given as 
Thus, 
and 
tO ~ va x H(W, l lfV~ = ~)  = H(W~) ~, = x. 
H(W~ ] 17V~) = pH(W,) 
N 
I(V; XV) ~ ~ (1 - -p)H(W,)  <~ (1 - -p )N log2  ~= n(1 - -p) .  
i=1 
From the data-processing theorem (Gallager [1], p. 80) 
1 I(U;0)~< 1 I(V;X~)~<(1--P) 
Rn ~ R 
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Further, since the U i (i = 1, 2,..., n) are statistically independent, from 
Gallager [1], p. 447, we have 
1 I (U;  13) >~ Req(Pb), 
Rn 
where Req(fi ) is the rate-distortion function given in this case by 
R.~(fl) = 1 + fi log 2/3 + (1 --/3) log~(1 --/3) = 1 --  h(/3), 0 ~/3  ~ 1/2. 
By combining these inequalities, we have 
R - -  (1 - -p )  
h(P6) ~ n 
I f  R > (1 - -p ) ,  then Pb(R) > O, which establishes the converse to the 
coding theorem. 
3. REED-SOLOMON CODES AND THE DIRECT HALF OF THE CODING THEOREM 
Reed-Solomon Codes (Peterson [2], p. 168, or Berlekamp [3], p. 281) 
are a (deterministic) class of block codes with symbols from GF(q) with 
block length q - -  1. If  one wishes to correct all sets of e or fewer erasures, 
then the code requires e (q-ary) check digits. 
Now suppose that we are given an R < C = (1 - -p ) .  We show how to 
design the system of Fig. 1 with parameter R so that an arbitrarily small 
Pb is attainable with suitably chosen m and n. This will establish the direct- 
half of the coding theorem. 
Let q = 2 ~ (where m will be chosen later) and let e = (1 - -  R)(q--1). 
Then the Reed-Solomon code with parameters q and e has 
$ = qR(q-1)  = 2mR(2m--1) 
code words. Referring to the system of Fig. 1, let n = m(2 . . . .  1) so that 
s ~ 2 Rn as required. Then let the encoder output 
V = W = (W~, W2 ,... , WN) 
[where N = n/m = (2 m --  1)] be one of the s code words, where the binary 
m-vectors W i (i = 1 ..... N)  are considered as members of GF(2~). We will 
be able to correct the erasures (lost letters) if 
Number of erasures ~ e = (1 - -  R)N. 
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But, the expected number of erasures is pN. Since (1 --  R) > p, the proba- 
bility that the number of erasures exceeds (1 - -R )N  tends to zero as m 
(and, therefore, n and N) approaches infinity by the weak law of large 
numbers. Thus, with m suitably large we can make Pb arbitrarily small; 
hence, (4b) is established. 
4. MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS 
4.1. Previously, we assumed that n/m is an integer. Such an assumption 
is not required in proving the converse since one need only treat the last 
letter, WN, as shortened; i.e., containing less than m binary digits. The 
mutual information I(V; I07¢) again can be shown to be upper bounded by 
n(1 - -p )  and the remainder of the proof of the converse follows as before. 
In the direct-half of the coding theorem we are free to choose m and n, 
and our choice is such that m divides n. 
4.2. The probability of error per block for the Reed-Solomon codes can 
be upper bounded as follows (Peterson [2], p. 246): 
where 
N 
Pblock = £ 
i=(1-R)N÷I 
(y)p~(1 -- p)N-, ~ 2-NE(R,~,, 
(1 - R) R 
E(R,p) = (1 - -  R) log2 (l  - -  C~ + R log 2 ~- .  
It is easily verified that: 
(a) limE(R,p) = In l/p, 
R-o0 
(b) E(C,p)=O, 
(c) E(R,p) > 0 for R<C.  
The exponential behavior of Pblock with N does not carry over to an expo- 
nential behavior of Pmoek with n. Indeed, this bound yields 
Pbloek ~ e--(n/l°g2n)E(R'~) 
However, we do know that an exponential behavior in n can be achieved 
for some code since if we choose m = 1, the channel is the binary erasure 
channel. 
4.3. It is of interest to note that the direct-half of the coding theorem 
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was proved utilizing a deterministic code and bounded iscrepancy decoding 
(Wyner [4]). That is, the decoding algorithm only filled in those patterns 
of erasures where the number of erasures did not exceed the number of 
check symbols. Maximum likelihood decoding would have corrected more 
erasure patterns, but of course would not have improved upon the maximum 
rate for error-free transmission. 
4.4. A conventional definition of a discrete-time channel consists of the 
specification of input and output sets and a transition probability matrix. 
The two-part definition of the postal channel (consisting of the letter writer 
and the postal service) given in Section 1 is not exactly of this form. An 
alternate definition may be used which takes the parameter m as a channel 
input which is transmitted noiselessly to the receiver. It is then possible 
to modify the previous proofs of both the converse and the coding theorem 
to cover this channel. 
4.5. Reed-Solomon codes were used by Forney [5] as the outer code in 
a concatenated coding scheme. In a sense, Forney used the inner code of 
the concatenated scheme to convert a binary symmetric hannel into the 
postal channel. 
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